TE-PT950 High quality PTZ Conference Camera at a winning price!
Tecom TE-PT950 PTZ robotic camera - FULL HD
camera with amazing picture quality, wide viewing
angle, multiple video interfaces and protocols,
suitable for hybrid classrooms, conference calls,
lecture capture, conference rooms, tele-medicine
and more applications.
TE-PT950 offers perfect functions, superior
performance and rich interfaces. The features
include advanced ISP processing algorithms to
provide vivid images with a strong sense of depth,
high resolution, and fantastic color rendition. It
supports H.264/H.265 encoding which makes
motion video fluent and clear even under less than
ideal bandwidth conditions.

The camera offers X20 optical zoom and is able to
operate in harsh lighting conditions, STREAMING
directly from the camera to the Internet and more.
The camera connects to any computer via a USB
cable and provides stable and reliable work, easy
and convenient to install and maintain.
Easy and simple operation that does not require
explanations including setting preset shooting
modes at the touch of a button. The camera can
be controlled via remote control, 3rd party control
systems and even remotely on the network.
Supports Video-conference software including
ZOOM, TEAMS, SKYPE and more ...
www.tecpodium.com
Tecom Electronics Ltd.
info@tecpodium.com

Camera Features:
▪ PAN-TILT-ZOOM camera with ultra-quiet
motion mechanism and 340 degree
motion capability
▪ Wide angle with no distortion
▪ A unique lens with X20 optical zoom
▪ High-quality CMOS HD sensor delivers
1920X1080 resolution at 60FPS
▪ Variety of connection interfaces including
HDMI, USB3, USB2 and network-all at the
same time!
▪ Fast, stable and high-quality Auto Focus
▪ 255 camera preset modes at a touch of a
button
▪ Remote control, RS232 and Network
control
▪ STREAMING directly from the camera to
the internet including audio input
▪ USB connection - no software or driver
installation
▪ Simple to operate, ceiling, wall or tripod
installation
▪ Diverse uses including hybrid classrooms,
video conferencing, lecture capture,
Webcasting, Videoconferencing, Teletraining, Tele-medicine, Interrogation,
Emergency and more.
▪ Strong and durable mechanical structure.
▪ Winning Price!

Optional accessories:
Mounts: Ceiling (TE-C710), Wall (TE-W712)
Cables: 10m Active USB3 Extension Cable (TE-C713)
Room Bundle (TE-B720): TE-PT950, Mount, USB3.0
Extension Cable, USB3.0 4 Port Hub, SHURE omni desk
microphone (MX393), X1204USB Mixer

